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Abstract

Objective The objective of this study was to assess the

predictive value of a discrete choice experiment (DCE) in

public health by comparing stated preferences to actual

behavior.

Methods 780 Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients

received a questionnaire, containing a DCE with five

attributes related to T2DM patients’ willingness to

participate in a combined lifestyle intervention. Panel

mixed-multinomial-logit models were used to estimate the

stated preferences based on 206 completed DCE ques-

tionnaires. Actual participation status was retrieved for 54

respondents based on patients’ medical records and a sec-

ond questionnaire. Predicted and actual behavior data were

compared at population level and at individual level.

Results Based on the estimated utility function, 81.8 % of

all answers that individual respondents provided on the

choice tasks were predicted correctly. The actual partici-

pation rate at the aggregated population level was

minimally underestimated (70.1 vs. 75.9 %). Of all indi-

vidual choices, 74.1 % were predicted correctly with a

positive predictive value of 0.80 and a negative predictive

value of 0.44.

Conclusion Stated preferences derived from a DCE can

adequately predict actual behavior in a public health

setting.

Keys Points for Decision Makers

To date, very little is known about the extent to

which estimated participation rates based on discrete

choice experiment (DCE) results accurately predict

behavior.

Both at an aggregated population level and at an

individual level, high correspondence rates between

predicted and actual participation behavior were

found.

Additional studies investigating the predictive value

of DCEs by comparing stated preferences and actual

behavior are urgently needed.

1 Introduction

Discrete choice experiments (DCEs) had been applied for

many years in transportation economics, environmental

economics, and marketing before being introduced in

health economics [1]. Since their introduction, outcomes

from DCEs are increasingly being used to inform and

support healthcare policy making [1]. However, critics
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question whether the outcomes of a DCE are a good proxy

for actual behavior of patients and consumers. The hypo-

thetical choices (stated preferences) made by respondents

in DCEs only reflect what they presumably would have

chosen given the specific set of program characteristics

(i.e., attributes). These stated preferences may be different

from choices made by the respondents in real-life settings

(revealed preferences) [2, 3].

Outside of health economics, stated preferences have

been compared to actual behavior to some extent already

[4–8]. These studies concluded that, in general, stated

preferences could predict actual behavior in various study

conditions, e.g., different elicitation methods, market

segments, and time periods [4–8]. Within health eco-

nomics, systematic reviews [1, 2, 9] identified only two

studies that concerned the predictive value of DCEs [3,

10], and another study was recently published [11]. The

first study conducted by Mark and Swait [10], who used

both stated and actual behavior in their data analyses,

concluded that stated preferences could be used to model

market shares of newly introduced medication. However,

no direct comparison was made between predicted and

actual behavior at the individual level [2]. The one study

that compared predicted behavior to actual behavior in a

healthcare setting was conducted by Ryan and Watson [3].

They asked women who visited a fertility clinic to indicate

whether they were willing to participate in a Chlamydia

screening test using multiple hypothetical scenarios. Sub-

sequently, the women were asked to participate in an

existing screening test offered at the clinic (this test was

identical to one of the scenarios in the questionnaire). In

the real-life setting, 81 % of the women behaved in

accordance with what they had stated in the questionnaire.

Most incorrect predictions concerned women who had

stated they would participate in the screening test but then

declined this test when it was offered to them. The authors

concluded their predictions overestimated actual behavior

but emphasized that more research is needed to support

their findings [3].

In the literature, several explanations have been sug-

gested for the discrepancies found in most studies that

compared stated and actual behavior. Choices in DCEs

may not have the same consequences (e.g., in terms of

clinical effects, financial costs) for respondents as real-

life decisions, which is also referred to as hypothetical

bias [12–14]. In addition, it is generally known that, in

most cases, individual behavior is not solely based on

whether the preferred program characteristics are present.

Other circumstantial factors may also affect the decisions

of respondents in real-life settings, e.g., suffering from

illnesses, lack of time, and lack of local facilities [15,

16]. Although the most important attributes and levels

concerning a specific decision are preferably included in

DCEs, these studies are limited in the number of attri-

butes by nature; hence, it may not always be possible to

include all important attributes [5]. Another explanation

is the intention–behavior gap. This is known to cause

differences between planned and actual behavior, i.e.,

some respondents may change their initial intention prior

to behavioral execution [17]. Since the outcomes of

DCEs are based on stated behavior, the intention–

behavior gap may cause incorrect predictions. All of

these factors will influence individuals’ behavior while

not being accounted for in DCE studies. In the DCE

literature, this is referred to as scale difference [5, 18].

Due to the fixed-choice contexts and detailed information

on a limited number of attributes, there is less ‘noise’ in

stated preference data than in revealed preference data

(i.e., in stated preference data the error variance will be

lower and the scale will be higher). It can be questioned

to what extent stated preferences can accurately predict

actual behavior if such scale effects are not or cannot be

accounted for.

Since outcomes of DCEs are increasingly used to sup-

port public health policy making [2], the extent to which

stated preferences predict actual behavior is of societal

interest. Therefore, this study aimed to explore the pre-

dictive value of a DCE by assessing the consistency

between stated preferences retrieved by a DCE and actual

behavior in a specific healthcare context, i.e., type 2 dia-

betes mellitus (T2DM) patients and their participation in a

combined lifestyle intervention (CLI).

2 Methods

The study consisted of two stages: (1) stated preferences

were derived from a DCE; and (2) actual choices made by

respondents in real-life settings were determined. To

investigate the predictive value of this DCE, we compared

respondents’ actual choices about participation with pre-

dictions about their participation based on the stated

preferences.

2.1 First Stage: Estimating Stated Preferences

All T2DM patients (except those who were terminally ill

and those with a mental illness) in four general practices of

health centers located in the area of Utrecht, The Nether-

lands were eligible to participate in this study. A ques-

tionnaire (questionnaire A) was sent to these 780 eligible

patients by postal mail. Questionnaires were completed on

a voluntary basis. A reminder was sent to patients who had

not returned the questionnaire after 3 weeks. Questionnaire

A contained questions concerning respondents’ demo-

graphics and health status and ended with the DCE.
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2.1.1 Attributes and Levels of the Discrete Choice

Experiment (DCE)

The attributes and the levels that were used in the DCE

were selected based on literature review, expert inter-

views, and focus group interviews. These expert and

focus group interviews were conducted to (1) determine

the most important attributes, and (2) ensure that the

attribute levels were considered realistic and consistent

with current practice. A detailed description of this

process is described elsewhere [19]. The five attributes

with the corresponding levels are shown in Table 1. The

menu schedule and the physical activity (PA) schedule

attributes described the level of guidance provided by a

lifestyle coach when establishing the respondents’ goals

concerning their diets and PA behavior. Respondents set

these goals during consultations with their coach. Con-

sultation structure described whether these consultations

took place individually or in small or large groups with

other T2DM patients. The expected results in terms of

weight loss and physical fitness that respondents had

before starting the program were reflected in the

expected outcome attribute. Finally, the out-of-pocket

(OOP) costs attribute reflected the amount that

respondents had to pay when they participated in the

CLI.

2.1.2 Study Design of the DCE

NGene 1.1 software (ChoiceMetrics Pty Ltd., 2011) was

used to create a D-efficient design for this study [18, 20].

The software was instructed to create a design using a

panel mixed multinomial-logit model (MIXL), with all

beta-priors set at zero, 100 Halton draws and 500 repeti-

tions. It was assumed that there would be no interaction

between attributes, while level balance and minimal over-

lap between attribute levels were optimized. Utility balance

between the alternatives within each choice task was

optimized to be between 60 and 40 % and 80 and 20 %.

The final design (D-error = 0.37) consisted of 18 unique

choice tasks divided over two blocks. As shown in the

example choice task of the DCE in Fig. 1, each choice task

consisted of two unlabeled hypothetical CLI programs and

an opt-out option. The latter was included to resemble real-

life settings more closely, since patients with T2DM could

always decline the offer to participate.

2.1.3 Analysis of DCE Data

Analyses of Eq. (1) were performed using the panel MIXL

technique in Nlogit 5.0 (Econometric Software, Inc.,

Plainview, NY, USA). This technique adjusts for the cor-

relation between the answers within respondents, i.e.,

Table 1 Attributes and corresponding levels included in this discrete choice experiment studya

Attributes Levels

1. Menu schedule Flexible (reference) you set your own goals and develop your own menu schedule to reach these goals without the

assistance of a lifestyle coach

General your lifestyle coach informs you about health and unhealthy foods, using food information and examples of

recipes

Elaborate your lifestyle coach develops a menu schedule that meets your needs and wishes

2. Physical activity

schedule

Flexible (reference) you set your own goals and develop your own activity schedule to reach these goals without the

assistance of a lifestyle coach

General your lifestyle coach informs you about what physical activities would be good for you, using information

about physical activity and examples of exercises

Elaborate your lifestyle coach develops a physical activity schedule that meets your needs and wishes

3. Consultation

structure

Individual (reference) the consultations of the lifestyle program are individually

Consultation 5 the consultations of the lifestyle program are in groups of 5 other patients

Consultation 10 the consultations of the lifestyle program are in groups of 10 other patients

4. Expected outcomes No weights loss (reference) but you feel fitter

A weight loss of 5 kg and you feel fitter

A weight loss of 10 kg and you feel fitter

5. OOP costsb OOP costs of €75 per 3–6 months

OOP costs of €150 per 3–6 months

OOP costs of €225 per 3–6 months

OOP out-of-pocket
a Attributes and corresponding levels are also described elsewhere [18]
b Levels of the linear attribute OOP costs were coded as 0.75 (€75), 1.5 (€150), and 2.25 (€225)
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adjusting for the multilevel data structure, as well as

preference heterogeneity between respondents [20, 21].

This model is fitted in an iterative manner until the log-

likelihood function is optimized.

Unj ¼ Vnjþenj ¼ b0i þ b1�GeneralMenu schedule

þ b2�Elaborate Menu schedule

þ b3�General PA schedule

þ b4�Elaborate PA schedule

þ b5�Consultation structure in groups with 5 others

þ b6�Consultation structure in groups with 10 others

þ b7�ExpectedOutcomeweight loss of 5 kilogramsi

þ b8�ExpectedOutcomeweight loss of 10 kilogramsi

þ b9�OOP-costsþ enj

ð1Þ

The latent utility ‘U’ of individual ‘n’ concerning

scenario ‘j’ can be estimated by taking the sum of the

systematic utility element ‘V’ (i.e., the utility of individual

‘n’ concerning scenario ‘j’ calculated based on all attribute

levels and covariates) and the random error term ‘e’ (i.e., all
unobserved and unobservable factors that influence the

utility of person ‘n’ concerning scenario ‘j’). This error term

follows an extreme value type 1 distribution. b0 represented
the constant of the model. The constant describes the utility

of T2DM patients for a lifestyle program versus no lifestyle

program (opt-out) when all attributes are set at zero. b1–b9
represented the attribute level estimates. Four attributes

(menu and PA schedule, consultation structure, and

expected outcome) were coded using effects coding. The

reference category in effects coding was coded as -1,

which summed the attribute in each category to zero. The

estimates for the reference categories were calculated using

(-1) * (beffectcode1 ? beffectcode2) [5, 22]. Based on

model fit tests (Akaike information criterion, Bayesian

information criterion, Log likelihood) it was tested which

model fitted best to the data. Based on the significance level

of the standard deviation (SD) of the attributes it was tested

what attributes should be included as random parameters

due to significant preference heterogeneity. In addition,

different distributions of the random parameters were tested

and, based on the model fit results, all random parameters

were included with a normal distribution. The constant

variable, expected outcome, and OOP costs were included

as random parameters (indicated by i in the utility equation)

with a normal distribution. Since the panel MIXL model

does not account for variability in individual errors (scale

heterogeneity) [23], the modeling procedures described

above were repeated using a Heteroscedastic Extreme

Value (HEV) model (accounts for scale heterogeneity), and

a Generalized-Mixed-Logit (G-MIXL) model (accounts for

scale and preference heterogeneity) [23].

2.2 Second Stage: Determining Actual Behavior

A CLI that was implemented at the participating health

centers was used to determine actual behavior of respon-

dents. This CLI was offered to patients who had cardio-

vascular disease, T2DM, chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease, anxiety or depressive disorders, and to patients who

smoked or had body mass index (BMI) scores[30 kg/m2.

While this program was available for patients with a wider

range of health conditions, in this study only patients with

T2DM were selected. Within the program, goals were set to

assist patients to improve their lifestyle with the help of

lifestyle coaches, physiotherapists, dieticians, and special-

ized nurses. Respondents who had completed questionnaire

Fig. 1 Example of a choice task used in the discrete choice experiment
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A (n = 206) were eligible for the second stage of the study.

After administration of questionnaire A, general practi-

tioner (GPs) or nurse practitioners (NPs) discussed partici-

pation in the CLI with these respondents.

2.3 Actual Behavior

In February 2013 actual behavior was determined for all

eligible respondents of the second stage using patients’

medical records and an additional questionnaire (ques-

tionnaire B). Respondents’ participation in CLI was

defined as having an intake appointment with the lifestyle

coach. Respondents were marked as non-participant when

they had been offered participation in the program but

declined this offer. The one respondent that did make an

intake appointment but did not show up was also marked as

a non-participant. Fourteen respondents were excluded

from this stage of the study due to deregistration from the

participating health centers, death, or terminal illness.

2.4 Statistical Analyses

To test the difference in demographic characteristics

between the respondents that only completed the first stage

of this study and the respondents that completed both the

first and second stage of this study, independent sample

t tests were used. Results were considered statistically

significant if p\ 0.05.

2.4.1 Within-Respondent Consistency

Two within-respondent consistency tests were performed

to assess to what extent the stated preferences could

reproduce the actual choices made by respondents in the

DCE. In both tests, predicted choices were determined

using the stated preferences and were then compared to the

actual choices of the DCE. In the first test, these stated

preferences were based on data from all respondents

(n = 206). Since only data derived from the questionnaire

was used, the test assessed the predictive value of the fitted

model itself. To determine which scenario in each choice

task respondents would prefer, the individual utility scores

that resulted from the MIXL were used. Subsequently, in

agreement with the Random Utility Theory [12], utility

maximization was assumed in respondents’ decision-mak-

ing process. Therefore, it was expected that the respondent

would choose the scenario with the highest utility score

within the choice task. The procedure described above was

then repeated in a slightly different manner. In the second

test, it was tested whether the stated preferences that were

measured among a random subgroup (50 %, n = 103) of

respondents could be used to correctly predict the actual

choices of the remainder of the sample for each of the

choice tasks.

2.4.2 Predictive Value at Population Level

The predictive value of DCEs at aggregated level was

determined by comparing the estimated participation rate

based on the stated preferences to the actual participation

rate found in the second stage of the study. The partici-

pation rate was estimated based on the CLI as actually

implemented at the health centers to allow comparison

between stated and actual behavior. This CLI consisted of

an elaborate menu schedule, a general PA schedule, and an

individual consultation structure and was offered free of

charge. According to the guidelines of Dutch General

Practitioners for managing patients with obesity or T2DM

[24], a 5 % weight loss of obese patients provides con-

siderable health gains and is assumed to be realistically

achievable without surgical treatment. Due to the current

weight status and BMI of the respondents in our sample, a

5 % weight loss equals a weight loss of 5 kg or slightly

more. Therefore, the expected outcomes attribute was set at

5 kg. To estimate the participation rate based on the stated

preferences, utility scores were calculated. Since random

parameters were included, the probability of participation

could not be calculated directly. Therefore, the mean

probability of 10,000 simulations was estimated by taking

the average of all simulated probabilities given every tested

CLI scenario, which was calculated as 1/(1 ? exp-V) [5,

12]. Similar to the within-respondent consistency test, the

scenario with the highest utility score was expected to be

the choice of the respondent. Finally, outcomes of these

analyses were compared to the actual participation rate

concerning the CLI that was observed in this study by

means of a Chi-square (v2) test.

2.4.3 Predictive Value at Individual Level

Finally, the predicted choices of respondents were com-

pared to their actual choices in real-life settings. Individual

utility scores were calculated for the CLI that was imple-

mented at the health centers and subsequently compared to

the opt-out option. Fixed coefficients of the MIXL were

used for three attributes (menu and PA schedule and con-

sultation structure), while individual coefficients were used

for one attribute (expected outcome). The fifth attribute

(OOP costs) remained at zero. Again, the scenario with the

highest utility score was expected to be the choice of

respondents. Finally, these predicted choices were com-

pared to the choice respondents made concerning partici-

pating in the CLI in the real-life setting. Results were

presented as percentages of correctly predicted choices

(correspondence level), the proportion of correctly
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identified participants [positive predictive value (PPV)],

and the proportion of correctly identified non-participants

[negative predictive value (NPV)]. In addition, results were

also described as in terms of sensitivity and specificity, and

the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was calculated.

3 Results

3.1 First Stage: Estimating Stated Preferences

3.1.1 Study Population

The response rate of questionnaire A was 26.4 %

(n = 206). As shown in Table 2, respondents had a mean

age of 63 years (SD 11.4). The majority had attained a

medium educational level (43.3 %) and were of West-

European origin (64.4 %). On average, respondents had

been diagnosed with T2DM almost 8 years prior to com-

pletion of questionnaire A (7.8 years, SD 6.2). In addition,

respondents had mean glycosylated hemoglobin of

52.6 mmol/mol (6.96 %) (SD 10.1) and a BMI score of

29.7 kg/m2 (SD 5.4).

3.1.2 Stated Preferences

Of the 1,818 (206 9 9) possible choice tasks, 1,504 were

completed by respondents. As shown in Table 3, three

attributes showed significant attribute levels estimates (i.e.,

PA schedule, expected outcome and OOP costs), implying

that the two other attributes did not significantly affect the

choice for participation in a CLI. The negative coefficient

of OOP costs indicates that with a decrease in OOP costs,

the willingness to participate in a CLI increases. Respon-

dents preferred an elaborate menu and a general PA

schedule over all other menu and PA schedules. Individual

consultations were preferred over consultations in groups,

Table 2 Total study population (n = 206)

Mean (SD) %

Patients’ demographics

Age 63.4 (11.47)

Sex 53.7

Men

Education level 37.0

Low

Medium 43.3

High 19.7

Ethnicity 64.4

West-European

Moroccan, Turkish 8.8

Other or not specified 26.8

Status of disease

Duration of diabetes mellitus (years) 7.8 (6.22)

HbA1c (mmol/mol) 52.6a (10.07)

BMI (kg/m2)b 29.7 (5.43)

Dutch EQ-5Db 0.88 (0.18)

BMI body mass index, HbA1c glycosylated hemoglobin, SD standard

deviation
a This equals an HbA1c of 6.96 %
b Significant differences (p\ 0.05) found between the respondents of

only the first stage (n = 152) and respondents of the first and second

stage (n = 54) of the study. On average, respondents that participate

both in the first and second stage had higher BMI scores [(33.8 kg/m2

(SD 6.4)] and lower EQ-5D scores [0.81 (SD 0.2)]

Table 3 Estimates of the attribute levels based on the panel mixed-

logit model

Attribute Estimate Standard error

Constant

Mean -1.09** 0.37

SD 3.32 0.30

Menu schedule

Flexible (reference) -0.21 0.12

General 0.06 0.14

Elaborate 0.15 0.16

PA schedule

Flexible (reference) -0.16 0.10

General 0.19* 0.08

Elaborate -0.03 0.10

Consultation structure

Individual (reference) 0.12 0.13

Groups of 5 0.09 0.12

Groups of 10 -0.21 0.18

Expected outcome

No weight loss (reference)

Mean -0.80** 0.15

SD 1.33 0.18

Weight loss 5 kg

Mean 0.51** 0.12

SD 0.20 0.19

Weight loss 10 kg

Mean 0.29 0.19

SD 1.31** 0.19

OOP costs

Mean -1.26** 0.23

SD -1.10** 0.15

The fitted model consisted of four effects-coded attributes and a

continuous-coded attribute (i.e., OOP costs). In addition, three

parameters (i.e., the constant, expected outcome, and OOP costs)

were set random. The SD reflects the variance between the individual

coefficients and the average coefficient

OOP out-of-pocket, PA physical activity, SD standard deviation

* Significant at p\ 0.05, ** significant at p\ 0.01
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and expected weight loss of 5 kg was preferred over no

weight loss or a 10 kg weight loss. Analyses with HEV and

G-MIXL models showed no scale heterogeneity since the

scale parameters were insignificant in both models (results

not shown).

3.2 Second Stage: Determining Actual Behavior

Actual choices were retrieved for 54 respondents based on

patients’ medical records (n = 41) and questionnaire B

(n = 13). The latter showed a response rate of 43.1 %. All

54 respondents were included in the second stage of study

in which 41 respondents (75.9 %) reported that they chose

to participate in the CLI, while 13 respondents declined the

offer to participate. All demographics of the 54 respondents

of the second stage are equal to those of the respondents

that only participated in the first stage, except they had

higher BMI scores (33.8 kg/m2, SD 6.4) and lower self-

reported health status (0.81 score, SD 0.2) than respondents

of the first stage (n = 152) (Table 2, footnote b).

3.2.1 Within-Respondent Consistency

Stated preferences in the first test reproduced 81.8 % of the

actual answers made by respondents in the DCE. Using the

stated preferences of the randomly selected sample (50 %

of the total sample) resulted in accurate predictions in

45.0 % of the choice tasks completed by the other half of

the population.

3.2.2 Predictive Value at Population Level

When participation rates of the offered CLI were compared

at aggregated level, the estimated participation rate based

on the stated preferences was somewhat but not signifi-

cantly lower (70.1 %) than the actual participation rate

(75.9 %) (v2 = 2.45, p[ 0.05).

3.2.3 Predictive Value at Individual Level

As shown in Table 4, when stated preferences and actual

behavior were compared at individual level, a correspon-

dence level of 74.1 % was found. In addition, the PPV of

0.80 implies that of those respondents who were predicted

to participate in the offered CLI, four out of five actually

participated in the CLI. Similarly, the NPV of 0.44 implies

that 44 % of non-participation was correctly predicted

when compared to actual behavior. Most of the incorrect

predictions related to respondents who were predicted to

participate but declined the offer in a real-life setting.

Moreover, the sensitivity was 0.90 and the specificity was

0.35. Despite the number of correct predictions, the

Cohen’s kappa was insignificant. Since the majority of

T2DM patients decided to participate in the CLI (76 %)

and only a minority decided not to participate (24 %), the

distribution of patients’ behavior was highly skewed,

which was probably the cause of the kappa coefficient

being insignificant [25, 26].

4 Discussion

Comparisons between stated preferences and actual

behavior at aggregated population level showed a slight but

not statistically significant underestimation for the stated

preferences (70.1 vs. 75.9 %). In 74.1 % of the cases, the

stated preferences corresponded with actual behavior at

individual level, which resulted in a PPV of 0.80 and NPV

of 0.44, a sensitivity of 0.90 and a specificity of 0.35.

Although actual behavior could partly be predicted

based on the stated preferences elicited by the DCE, a

discrepancy was found, namely 25.9 % of the predicted

choices differed from actual behavior. Results indicated an

overestimation of the stated preference utilities. There were

more respondents for whom participation was predicted

who actually opted-out than respondents who were pre-

dicted to opt-out to but actually participated.

Three distinct reasons may underlie this finding. First,

respondents might have incorporated other attributes in

their decision concerning participation in a CLI in a real-

life setting. Since the actual choice leading to behavior was

not limited to the attributes of the DCE but also included

all unobserved attributes, predictions that are based solely

on the DCE will inevitably lead to some prediction error.

Therefore, it is stressed that the attribute (level) selection

procedure is deliberate and concise [5, 12, 27]. Although

this process was followed closely within this study [19],

there is always a possibility that some important attribute

was missed, therefore causing a discrepancy between the

Table 4 Cross table comparing stated with actual behavior at indi-

vidual level

Actual choices Total

Participation No participation

Predicted behavior

Participation 36 9 45

No participation 5 4 9

Total 41 13 54

Correspondence level, correctly predicted choices = (36 ? 4)/

54 = 74.1 %; PPV, share of correctly predicted participations = 36/

(36 ? 9) = 0.80; NPV, share of correctly predicted non-participa-

tions = 4/(4 ? 5) = 0.44; Sensitivity = 36/(36 ? 4) = 0.90; Speci-

ficity = 5/(5 ? 9) = 0.35; Cohen’s kappa = 0.21 (approximate

T = 1.57, ns); Actual participation rate = 41/54 = 75.9 %

NPV negative predictive value, ns not significant, PPV positive pre-

dictive value
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calculated participation rates based on the stated prefer-

ences and the actual behavior. Future research may focus

on possible design- or statistical-related solutions to reduce

the error in calculated utilities due to missed attributes. It

might, for instance, be explored whether it would be fea-

sible to have individuals decide to add certain attributes

from a predefined list to the obligatory attributes within a

DCE using an online setting.

Second, respondents’ decisions might be affected by

different choice contexts. While in the DCE the respon-

dents all evaluated the choice tasks within the same choice

context, in real life respondents may differ with respect to,

for instance, demographics, psychological determinants

(e.g., attitude), and the priorities or skills of their GP and

NP to motivate them to participate in the CLI. The pre-

sence of a context effect is underlined by the fact that

participation rates of CLIs as reported in literature

(23–79 %) [28, 29] indicate the overrepresentation of

certain groups. This form of selection bias, as was probably

present in this study, is most likely always present in

practice. For instance, GPs and NPs are often involved in

the process of enrolling participants for CLIs, and the

degree to which they will motivate and persuade patients to

participate might be subjective to their judgment about the

extent to which that particular patient might benefit from

participation. External factors as described above may

influence the relative importance of the attributes within

the DCE (e.g., low income might be related to how the

OOP costs attribute is valued) and thus may influence the

calculated utility for a certain scenario.

Third, the intention–behavior gap probably always

accounts for some error in the predictions of DCE. Per-

ceived barriers and facilitators are likely to come into play

when individuals actually decided whether to participate in

a CLI. These barriers and facilitators might increase or

decrease the utility of the opt-out option as compared to the

utility of participating in the CLI without changing the

relative importance of the attribute levels. For this reason, a

complete correspondence level between stated preference

and actual behavior may never be possible.

In summary, external factors that are not included in the

DCE, but which in real life affect the utility of a particular

scenario, cause an unknown discrepancy between the

utilities of the stated and revealed preferences. Such dif-

ferences are known as scale differences. Several initiatives

might be undertaken to minimize the influence of scale on

stated preferences. First, an online questionnaire that

adapts the choice context of the decision to patient-specific

characteristics may be used as a tool to mimic the real-life

decision setting as closely as possible, and therefore may

reduce the gap between the hypothetical and the real-life

choice situation of respondents. Second, analytical models

that include context-related covariates (e.g., respondent

characteristics or context characteristics) might be used.

Hybrid models or models that incorporate interaction terms

between attribute levels and context factors may theoreti-

cally provide more accurate predictions, since these models

incorporate the influence of relevant external factors.

However, no study is likely to have sufficient power to

incorporate all external factors. Sample size of the current

study was sufficient for estimating main effects but not for

incorporating several interaction terms. Future research

that examines the external validity of a DCE should con-

sider conducting hybrid models or accounting for possible

interactions when running sample size calculations

beforehand.

Results of comparisons in this study at individual level

are in line with results of one other healthcare application

[3] and the evidence base from other fields of research [4–

8]. While the PPV of 0.80 seems promising, the NPV was

not better than could have been expected by chance (0.44).

However, PPVs and NPVs are affected by the number of

respondents that participate or decline to participate [30],

and therefore overrepresentation of participating respon-

dents will obviously result in a higher PPV (i.e., the true

positives will then always be higher than the false posi-

tives). In this study, a relatively large number of respon-

dents decided to participate while only a small number of

respondents declined participation. Subsequently, the

reported PPV and NPV may be less accurate than antici-

pated beforehand due to under-sampling of non-partici-

pating respondents.

Additionally, most DCEs are used to predict engaging

behavior (i.e., the choice for participation) of respondents,

e.g., uptake in new preventive programs, while it is less

common to predict refraining behavior (i.e., the choice

against participation). This implies that DCEs are likely to

be more valuable in understanding why people engage in

the behavior under study than understanding why people

refrain from that behavior. Refraining behavior may be

motivated by a combination of other (non-observed) attri-

bute levels and external factors compared with engaging

behavior. The PPV and sensitivity of the current study

might be considered as good, since actual behavior was

correctly predicted in more than three out of four

respondents.

A key issue in the application of DCEs in health policy

remains how policy makers should use the outcomes of

DCEs. When predicting engaging behavior of respondents,

stated preferences derived from DCEs can be used to

predict actual behavior of respondents. However, when

using the outcomes to predict refraining behavior, different

research objectives should be formulated, probably differ-

ent attribute levels should be identified, different external

factors should be measured, and different designs should be

conducted.
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5 Conclusion

In conclusion, stated preferences can adequately predict

actual behavior in a public health setting. However, it

remains unclear to what extent missed attributes, choice

context, and the intention–behavior gap play a part in the

discrepancy between stated preference and actual behavior

and how these issues can be overcome. Moreover, it is

uncertain to what extent DCEs can predict refraining

behavior, which is of particular importance when DCE

results are translated into policy implications. Future

research should assess the predictive value of DCEs in

health economics using different approaches (both model-

ing engaging and refraining behavior) by using different

patient groups and different decision contexts. Because

refraining behavior is not simply the opposite of engaging

behavior, research on this specific topic is called for.
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